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as part time or full time, and about half the time they would
turn out to be good teachers and about half the time they would
not. Over and over I've had people come to me and say, I think
the Lord is calling me to teach. I always say, I believe that
anyone with intelligence and hard work can do a job as a
pastor. There are some that can't. But the pastoral ability,
the ability to preach while not universal by any means, is not
very uncommon.

But teaching ability is not rare, but it is somewhat
more rare, and I don't know anyway to tell whether a man can
teach expemk except to try it. I've gotten people to teach
part time. I had one shortly before thab and all the evaluations
said wonderful chap, grand fellow but can't teach at all. We
never had him back after that but I always felt that those
particular courses he taught weee a waste.

I just feel that some people take a month or more to
get their stride. They may not seem promising at all. But
they turn out exce'lent. Other people seem to going to be
excellent and they don't work out.

So I always say when a fellow says, I think the Lord
wants me to teach, I say, Don't go and spend 3 or 4 years
getting a Ph.D. in order to teadh and then perhaps find you
can't teach. You've got your seminary training. Go and try
to get a church somewhere, if possible somewhere near a
Bible school or Christian college. If you are there sometime
within the next few years you'll get a chance to do a little
teaching and see how you do.

Find out if you can teach before you spend a lot of years
getting a training that will only be useful to you as a teacher.
That year everyone we got turned out well. I don't think there
was a single one of the whole group -- perhaps the poorest you
might say was Killam. Killam just had his doctorate. It was
Mclntire's suggestion to get him. On his father/s farm in
Canada they had discovered oil so he was independently well
off. He taught apologetics and systematic theology. In apolo
getics I think he had a lot of good ideas, and the people were
kind of -- well, they thought the course was altight. But in
systematics they thought he was terrible.

They were very xxx very critical of him in systernatics.

Neher Mr. Dunzweiler teaches systematics and apologetics
now, so when did he come on teaching at that time.

I think for a few years he taught Hebrew. I know he got
some Hebrew verb charts printed up. He was using them in class.
Harding did not teach Hebrew for a number of years. It was only
after a number of years that Harding started teaching Hebrew.
Yes, I think Dunzweiler taught to quite an extent Hebrew. Taylor
I think taught some Hebrew too. It's hard to remember some of
those. I know that at first -- Oh, Killam taught systematics
one semester. At the end of the semester he quit. When he quit
he announced to the presbytery -- you see, I had had a lot of
trouble with the faculty the year before when they were all in
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